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A is for Absolutely Anything you can imagine, can be interpreted in Dance.  
B is for Ballet, C is Choreography and D is for Drama as Robin dances 
through to X, Y and Z.

The alphabet is cleverly used as a story line and each letter acts as a 
springboard to explore another avenue of dance.  With plenty of letters 

to get through in fifty minutes the show certainly zips along.

Alpha Beat is a dance journey with humour and edge, that 
incorporates a good dollop of gymnastics, giving the show those 
extra visual and wow factors.  It’s designed to enable older and younger 

students alike to engage and relate.

While the show looks at many performance dance styles it also focuses 
on the important role dance plays in celebrating and socializing.  The 

show certainly encourages dancing for enjoyment.  Secondary to the 
exploration of dance in its many facets is the story of a child who 
wanted to dance and the adult she grew into.

Robin Godfrey has a BSc in Nutrition and Exercise Science from 
Wollongong Uni and studied Sports Science and Dance in North 

Carolina USA. Since then she has worked as an Exercise Physiologist, Fitness 
Instructor and of course as a dancer, dance teacher and choreographer. 

What schools have said:  The performance was educational, entertaining and humorous, 
with a good smattering of wow moments.  All levels from prep to grade six were 
entertained and engaged.          

Markus Bucher. P-6. Blackmans Bay Primary School. TAS. Jun 2017.
Good that the students got to go up in front of the audience.  A-Z theme was engaging.  
Music was great.      Jess Gifford. Campania District School. Campania. TAS. Nov 2016.

Price:  $4.50 per student (No GST applies).  
Suitable:  P, K to Year 6.     Min Audience:  120 students.  
Robin Godfrey ABN: 34 945 489 108
Times:  Show: 50 mins.  Set up: 45 mins.  Pack up: 30 mins.
Requires an indoor area 5m deep x 5m wide. 

             

Curriculum Relevance. Dance: Performing, Composing, Appreciating.  Story 
telling through dance.  English: Rhyme, Verse.

A winning blend of Dance, Comedy and Gymnastics! 
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